Non-invasive identification of surface materials on marble artifacts with fiber optic mid-FTIR reflectance spectroscopy.
Research work using a compact and portable fiber optic mid-infrared reflectance spectrometer has been carried out to study surface materials on marble, first on laboratory reference models and then on historical objects. The laboratory research has shown that the complex optical reflectance phenomena of layered samples can be interpreted in terms of the nature of the compounds present (sulfates, oxalates, phosphates, resins, waxes and proteins were studied) even with a very low signal overlapping with the strong carbonate reflectance. The portable instrument was used for in situ examination of the surface condition of two Italian marble works of art: the Deposizione dalla Croce by Benedetto Antelami in the Parma cathedral and the David by Michelangelo in the Galleria dell'Accademia in Firenze.